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4. Conclusion

The solution proposed in this paper contributes to web immersive navigation system enhancing its realism while keeping 
precise data representation. It can be improved in different ways. Even if there is a need to keep access to raw lidar point 
clouds for professional usage, pre-processing it for visualization aspect will lighten it for streaming as splats precomputing 
can save a lot of bandwith in streaming and in GPU memory. We are currently working on improving the streaming of the 
data, investigating with Shape Resource Container (SRC) which offers great optimization for textured mesh level of detailed 
transmission and could also work for splats.
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3. Point Cloud Rendering

Comparaison of point cloud rendering. (left) Basic point
sprites, 1 color per point. (right) Projective textured point sprites

We propose a perspective-correct projective texture mapping of 
point sprites. Similarly, we approximate the point rendering by a 
set of planar patches, but instead of rasterizing one or two 
coplanar triangles per point, a point sprite (i.e. a screenspace 
square) is used, minimizing the primitive setup and rasterization 
workloads. The 3D planar support is left unchanged as the plane 
going through the 3D point P and orthogonal to its normal N. The 
main idea is to compute the homography H induced by this plane 
from the synthesized view to the input view [Hartley and Zisserman 
2004]. Using projective geometry notations,we denote the  
respective input and synthesized view projectionsas p = M(P-C) 
and p' = M'(P-C') where C,C' are the viewpoints, M,M' are the 
view-projection 3x3 matrices and p, p' are the image coordinates in 
screen-pixel and texture coordinates respectively:
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Another method is to create splats (on-the-fly) 
using barycentric coordinates

-> Less varying between shaders
-> More memory usage (3 times more vertices)
Performance depends on GPU model

Implementation-wise, this homography may be computed in the 
vertex shader, passed as a mat3 varying and evaluated as 
p'tex=Hpscreen in the fragment shader. The vertex shader 
computation is performed as

With:
- View uniforms M-1 and C
- Per-Texture uniforms M' and E' = M' (C - C')
- Per-point attributes P and N (N = P - C by default)Comparaison of support for projective texturing.  Poisson reconstructed mesh from Lidar (left) and simple planar geometry (right)

2. Overview of the method

- Get the building footprints around the viewing position V and triangulate to create basic geometry proxy (mesh)
- Get the projective textures {tk} (images and calibration) and lidar point cloud {cl} close to V.
- Initialize the depth buffer of each texture tk with a depth-pass on the base mesh and update it as new chunks cl are received.
- Hybrid (mesh + point cloud) projective texturing with texture distortion and occlusion handling support.

Overview of the method

Rendering using mesh and pointCloud. a) Projective texturing on simplified planar geometry (point of view one meter distant from original photography position) b) Original Point cloud c) Projective texturing on Point Cloud. d) Hybrid rendering.

1. Introduction

The eye is more distracted by deformed textured meshes even 
though geometrically closer to reality than by very approximate 
planar geometries inducing more parallax effects. Creating a 
simplified mesh from the pointcloud using the previously 
discussed methods requires very refined algorithms working on 
high quality point clouds to get acceptable results inducing also 
heavier data to be transmitted and rendered. Another artefact 
often encountered while creating meshes is the loss of small 
details. In our case, we found it very hard to create meshes that 
could keep geometry such as vegetation, poles, balconies, and, 
more generally, urban furnitures. This is problematic as the user 
moves through the streets, as it means that the texture will be 
projected on an incorrect geometry, typically flattened on the 
ground or façades, inducing an unpleasant rendering

Our main contributions are (i) to add geometric details and refine 
occlusion handling, by creating detailed depth maps using the 
point cloud (ii) to use realtime projective texturing on both the 
mesh and the point cloud to create a compelling view-dependent 
hybrid rendering that does not rely on any pointcloud or texture 
atlas pre-processing.

The proposed method thus contributes on reducing parallax 
distortions, blurring, ghosting and popping errors that usually 
distort the scene appearance through IBR in a web-friendly 
manner as the lightweight base mesh and a low-res projective 
texture are streamed almost instantly, producing a reasonnable 
view while local pointcloud chunks and higher resolution textures 
are streamed, updating continuously the visualization.
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Street-view web applications have now gained widespread 
popularity. Targeting the general public, they offer ease of use, but 
while they allow efficient navigation from a pedestrian level, the 
immersive quality of such renderings is still low. The user is usually 
stuck at specific positions and transitions bring out artefacts, in 
particular parallax and aliasing. We propose a method to enhance 
the realism of street view navigation systems using a hybrid 
rendering based on realtime projective texturing on meshes and 
pointclouds with occlusion handling, requiring extremely minimized 
pre-processing steps allowing fast data update, progressive 
streaming (mesh-based approximation, with point cloud details) 
and unaltered raw data precise visualization.

Abstract

GOAL: Enhance the realism of street view navigation system*
*requiring extremely minimized pre-processing steps allowing fast data update, progressive streaming (mesh-based approximation, with point cloud details) and unaltered raw data precise visualization. 


